We report the observations of a moderate but relatively intense geo-effective solar eruption on 2015 November 4 from the peripheral diffusive polarities of active region 12443. We use spaceborne Solar Dynamics Observatory and ACE observations. EUV images identified helical pattern along a filament channel and we regard this channel as flux-rope structure. Flow velocity derived from tracked magnetograms infers converging motion along the polarity inversion line beneath the filament channel. An associated magnetic cancellation process was detected in the converging region.
A solar eruption from 2015 November 4 gave rise to a geomagnetic storm with D st minimum of -90 nT, which disrupted satellite-based communications, including radar and GPS systems, and caused the air traffic grounded 1 . Meanwhile, the associated transformer fires caused power outages and traffic issues. This is a lower-level eruption but produced obvious space weather effects. People are commonly willing to focus on the eruptions originating from the regions nearby main polarity inversion lines (PILs) of active regions (ARs) with strong magnetic fields. For instance, AR 11158 (Sun et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2013; , AR 11429 (Liu et al. 2013; Simões et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2014) , AR 11520 (Cheng et al. 2014; Dudík et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2016a; Hu et al. 2016) , and AR 12192 (Sun et al. 2015; Jiang et al. 2016 ) all have strong magnetic shear or flux emergence. However, the present geo-effective eruption started from the peripheral diffusive polarities of an AR in a decay phase with relatively weak magnetic shear and flux emergence, which makes us interested in the physical mechanism of the formation of the eruption. Although the geo-effectiveness of the eruption from such a region is generally not as remarkable as from the regions around PILs of strong active regions, the investigation of the physical mechanism of the formation of such an eruption still has a certain significance for reducing the omissive predictions of harmful space weather events.
Photospheric motions play an important role in the formation and eruption of flux ropes. A converging motion as a prime photospheric motion was frequently mentioned in previous studies.
A pair of magnetic field lines in a sheared core fields rooted on both sides of a neutral line can be pushed against each other by converging motions. Sequentially, a tether-cutting reconnection occurs at the intersection of the crossed arms of the sheared magnetic fields (Moore et al. 2001; Vemareddy 2017) . van Ballegooijen & Martens (1989) found that converging flows can increase magnetic shear and promote the formation of helical flux-rope structures. In addition, converging motions can increase the upward magnetic pressure and cause flux ropes to deviate from an equilibrium state.
Analytically, Forbes & Priest (1995) found that even without flux cancellation a flux rope system subject to a converging motion would also experience a catastrophic behavior. A converging motion is imposed at the bottom boundary in a three dimensional magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) numerical simulations by Amari et al. (2003) , the results of which show that the flux rope always goes up.
AR background magnetic fields (or envelop fields) usually play an important role in determining the eruption of a flux rope (e.g., Wang et al. 2016b ). Török & Kliem (2005) , Kliem & Török (2006) , Fan & Gibson (2007) , and Olmedo & Zhang (2010) investigated a torus instability of fluxrope structures, which indicates that the instability occurs when the Sun-directed Lorentz force due to the horizontal component of the background field decreases faster with increasing heights than the radial outward-directed "hoop force." They used a decay index to measure the instability. Bateman (1978) and Kliem & Török (2006) showed that the instability occurs when the critical value of the decay index n ≥ n crit = 1.5. The exact critical value of the decay index n crit , at which the loss of equilibrium occurs, depends on the thickness and shape of the current channel associated with flux ropes Filippov et al. 2014; Zuccarello et al. 2015) . The current channel is divided into thin and thick ones by the thickness, and into straight and circular ones by the shape.
More precisely, the typical thickness, 2a, must be small compared to the spatial scales of background magnetic fields and to the local radius h of curvature of the current channel axis, i.e., a ≪ h for a thin current channel. For a thin current channel, previous analysis suggested that critical decay indices of 1 and 1.5 for straight and circular current channels, respectively. found that, for a thick current, if the current channel expands during an upward perturbation the critical decay index lies in the range n crit = 1.1 -1.3 for both the straight and circular current channels.
Analysis of in situ measurements near the Earth is also performed. A flux-rope structure is reconstructed from the in situ measurements, and related features are compared with those of the flux rope in the solar coronal. Commonly, it is thought that few eruptions can occur in such diffusive polarities of the periphery of an AR. However, an eruption occurred in such a region but also gave rise to relatively strong geo-effectiveness, which is worth a thorough investigation. In this paper, Section observation characteristics near the Earth are give in Section 3. Finally in Section 4, we give our conclusions and discussions.
OBSERVATIONS ON THE SUN
NOAA AR 12443 (N06W10) was the only major AR on the solar disk ( Figure 1a ) on 2015 November 4, and it produced an M3.7 flare. The flare started at 13:31 UT, peaked at 13:52 UT, and ended at 14:13 UT. Soon after, a halo CME started emerging from LASCO C2 at 14:48 UT as shown in Figure 1b . The CME has many classical on-disk signatures. The GOES light curve indicates that the flare is a long duration event with extensive post-event loops visible in the EUV waveband. Large, fast wave emanated from the flare site with assocated dimming to the west and north of the AR.
We obtain the CME linear speed using a graduated cylindrical shell model (Thernisien et al. 2006) based on the observations from LASCO C2/C3 (no STEREO observations during this period). The linear speed within 15 R ⊙ is ∼565 km s −1 .
A flux-rope structure in a periphery of the AR
A flux rope is a set of magnetic field lines wound around a central axis. It is also observed as an internal helical structure inside CMEs or ICMEs. On the Sun, it can be traced by a filament, as cold dense filament material can be collected in the lower parts of helical flux tubes, or observed as an evolving hot channel, the two ends of which anchor onto the photosphere (e.g., Zhang et al. 2012 Figure 2 shows the eruption processes in the CME source region at AIA 131Å waveband. Figure 2a shows that a filament lay horizontally in the north of AR 12443. It seemed close to the photosphere at 13:20 UT before the onset of the M3.7 flare and only the western part can be observed at this time. A helical structure can be distinguished by the helical threads (see Figure 2a and the blowup of the structure in Figure 2b ), and the first rising part corresponds to the helical threads (indicated by the red arrow in Figure 2c ).
Only 131Å waveband can capture the overall arcade structure between two ends in Figure 2d , while other wavebands just exhibit the western part of the rising structure. We think that the rising helical structure is a flux rope associated with the filament. Figure 3b ), so the sunspot group was disperse. The flux rope did not lie along the PIL of the strong magnetic field region in the center of the AR, but lay above the PIL of the relatively weak magnetic field region at the northern periphery of the AR (see the blue PIL in Figure 3a) . From the side of the positive background magnetic polarity (on the north of the flux rope), the helical threads of the flux rope (marked by the black dotted lines in Figure 2b ) are right bearing (the threads inclined from top left to bottom right). According to the method that Martin (1998) used the filament barbs direction to judge the chirality of filaments, the flux rope is dextral (right-handed), but here directly using the helical pattern to judge instead of the barbs direction as a proxy.
For obtaining magnetic topology of the flux rope, we used two different kinds of non-linear force-free field (NLFFF) extrapolation methods, i.e., the optimization method (Wiegelmann 2004; Wiegelmann et al. 2012 ) and the GPU-DBIE method (Yan & Sakurai 2000; Yan & Li 2006; Wang et al. 2013) to reconstruct the flux rope, but we failed, i.e., we did not get a helical rope structure as we observed. Also, we adopted a forced extrapolation method (Zhu et al. 2013 (Zhu et al. , 2016 which is based on the MHD model, and failed again. We analyzed why we failed and the reasons should be as follows.
(1) There was no strong shear detected at this period around the PIL. The reason could be that the observing instrument was unable to detect enough linear polarization signal from the anchoring points of the flux rope. Mathematically, the extrapolation methods based on a static boundary condition prefer a sheared boundary since shear on the boundary corresponds to twist in the corona.
(2) The strong negative sunspot polarity nearby interferes the magnetic field line tracing in such a weak field region. When the field line tracing step is not set small enough, the field line continuity is easily be broken at the high field gradient place.
(3) The AR was at its decay phase, the photospheric magnetic field might be compact and sheared several days ago or longer and the flux rope formed, but at this period the magnetic fields around the PIL were weak and not sheared enough. Consequently, the reconstruction is likely to affected by the reason (2).
(4)The flux rope maybe formed in a short time before the eruption, which was also proposed by Wang et al. (2017) . Note that the helical pattern of the flux rope in the EUV images was only observed within 30 minutes before the eruption.
Influence of photospheric magnetic fields on the formation of the flux rope
By carefully checking the movie of the photospheric magnetic field evolution, we found that a smallscale magnetic cancelling feature appeared at the PIL of the periphery of the AR (small red box in Figure 3a ). Figure 3c shows the low-lying filament at AIA 304Å waveband before the eruption.
The magnetic cancellation region (MCR; in the red box) happens to be exactly consistent with the pre-eruptive EUV brightening feature. The small red box shows the region where we used to calculate the evolution of the signed magnetic flux by LOS magnetograms. As shown in Figure 3d , the positive flux continues to decrease from 12:00 UT, and the negative flux starts to decrease around 12:45 UT (the start of obvious flux cancellation). We note that the negative flux stops decreasing when the eruption starts, which indicates that there is a relation between the magnetic cancellation and the eruption.
We carefully checked the region around the MCR and found converging motions along the PIL.
In Figure 4a , we plotted the velocity fields derived from DAVE4VM (Schuck 2008) The unsigned magnetic flux in Figure 4b increases from 07:00 UT to 12:00 UT and decreases from 12:00 UT to the beginning of the eruption. The increase is due to the converging motion of the photospheric magnetic fields mentioned above, i.e., magnetic fields continuously flow towards the PIL from both sides and converge into the yellow contour. Note that when the prime converging flows from both sides of the PIL were injected perpendicular to the middle part of the PIL (see Figure   4a ), antiparallel motions along the PIL formed on both sides of the prime converging flows, which could be treated as shearing motions. The decrease of the flux should correspond to the magnetic cancellation shown in Figure 3d . The blowup in Figure 4a shows that the transverse magnetic fields are parallel to the PIL in the MCR, which implies that the magnetic fields along the PIL are sheared.
van Ballegooijen & Martens (1989) found that shearing and converging motions, by the reconnection of sheared magnetic fields, can result in the formation of long helical loops and the submergence of short loops, which is observed as flux cancellation (Rabin et al. 1984) . Figure 5 shows the flow map averaged from 07:00 UT to 12:00 UT, which presents obvious converging motions within the yellow contour of Figure 3a . We note that the helical pattern in Figure 2b just formed in the converging region. Also, the rising part of the flux rope initiated from this region (see Figure 2c) . Therefore, we think that the converging motions probably play a role in promoting the formation of the helical magnetic field associated with the flux rope.
A eruption can occur often due to the loss of equilibrium of the magnetic system. Wang et al.
(2017) measured a very strong twist of the flux rope during the eruption. Kink instability probably occurred at the initial stage of the eruption. However, kink instability is not an effective mechanism for full solar eruptions. Hardly any existing kink model alone successfully produces a CME. It often needs to cooperate with a torus instability (e.g., Kliem & Török 2006; Vemareddy & Zhang 2014 ).
The eruption occurred at the edge of the AR. The constraining force of the background fields should be weaker than the magnetic center.
Influence of background magnetic fields on the eruption
As discussed above, we checked the magnetic strength of the overlying magnetic fields and the torus instability of the flux rope. Torus instability was measured by a decay index as a function of height. Figure 6 shows the height profile of B h (black curve) and the average decay index n (green curve) above the PIL of the periphery of the AR
where B h is the horizontal magnetic field component and h is the height above the photosphere.
For comparison, we refer to the results of Table 1 in Sun et al. (2015) and show them with our results in Table 1 . The critical height of AR 12443 is only lower than AR 12192, which produced a confined eruption, and higher than the other two ARs that are both eruptive. Moreover, all of the first three ARs produced X-class flares. For the critical height of AR 12443, it seems that there is no better condition provided for the eruption. That is also revealed through B h (42)/B h (2). However, we would like to mention that the parameter B h (42) of AR 12443 is the lowest among these ARs. (Wang et al. 2016b; Chandra et al. 2017 ).
We calculated the distributions of decay index values at different altitudes. Figure 7a shows the H α image from the Global Oscillation Network Group (GONG) program. A filament structure was lying above the PIL. Although it seems that there are two separated parts of the filament, they are just two parts of an integrated filament before the EUV brightening (also see the filament in Figure   3c ). The middle region (P1) became less visible in the H α wavelength probably for two reasons.
One is the heating of the filament which can suppress the absorption of H α radiation. The magnetic reconnection at a low height can make such heating. The other is the Doppler shift in the moving material which can remove its H α line out of the filter passband. A reasonable explanation is that, after the appearance of the EUV brightening (magnetic reconnection occurred), this cancelling region was in a dynamic state and ready to get into an erupting stage.
Due to the correlations between filaments and magnetic flux ropes, we can trace the flux rope by the filament at the initial stage of the eruption. Unfortunately, we cannot measure the height of the filament directly since STEREO is behind the Sun and cannot provide efficient two viewpoint observations of all the eruptions throughout the November. Fortunately, according to the method of Filippov (2016b), we can estimate the height of filaments. It is based on the confirmed by-observations assumption that the material of filaments is accumulated near coronal magnetic neutral surfaces (Filippov 2016a) . Therefore, a PIL at each height is a favorable place for horizontal equilibrium of a stable flux rope, but it is only a necessary condition. Another necessary condition for the stable equilibrium is the quantity of the decay index below the critical value. In fact, flux ropes may stay only in few places where both conditions are fulfilled. 
where λ 0 and φ 0 are longitude and latitude of the selected area center. According to the rules above, the middle part (P1) of the filament follows the PIL at 1.5 Mm, and is outside the 0.5 decay index iso-contour (green) which means the flux rope is in a region that the decay index value is less than 0.5. Therefore, 1.5 Mm is probably a favorable height for a stable P1. While for the eastern (P2) and western part (P3), only the places near the ends of the filament follow the PIL (see Figure 7b ).
At 8.0 Mm, the whole P2 does not follow the PIL. The cancelling region of P1 and most part of P3 follow the PIL. However, at 12 Mm, only the cancelling region follows the PIL. According to Figure   7b -7d, we can envisage the configurations of the flux rope, i.e., two ends of the flux rope anchor on the positive and negative polarities, respectively (refer to the blue crosses in Figure 7b ), the middle of the flux rope (P1) is close to the photosphere. P3 stays low but not as low as P1. P2 stays relatively higher. The overall flux rope looks like an asymmetric M-shaped structure. This is consistent with the observations that the helical patterns associated with the flux rope started emerging in the converging region (see Figure 2a) , which is probably related to photospheric motions. Figure 7e and 7f show the decay index iso-contours of n = 1, 1.5, which correspond to the heights at 33 Mm and 59 Mm, respectively. Of particular interest is that at both altitudes the region of decay index above the critical value (n ≥ 1 or n ≥ 1.5) begins to cover the overall filament, which implies that both altitudes could become the critical height. According to previous studies, if thin current channels associated with a flux rope are considered, then n crit = 1 for a straight current channel, and n crit = 1.5 for a perfectly circular current channel. However, our estimation results show that the flux rope stays low, the thickness of the current channel is comparable with its height i.e., it should be regarded as a thick current channel. found that at the limit of thick current, if the current channel expands during an upward perturbation, the critical decay index lies in the range n crit = 1.1 -1.3 for both the straight and circular current channels. Figure 2 shows that the hot channel is deformable and was expanding during the eruption. According to their findings, the critical height lies in the range h crit = 37 -47 Mm. Compared with the critical height of the other ARs in Table 1 again, AR 12443 has a comparable critical height with the strong AR 11429 with 34 Mm critical height which had two successive solar eruptions (Liu et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2014) , and AR 11158 with 42 Mm critical height. Figure 8 shows the associated in situ measurements at ACE during the event. A shock passed ACE at 17:34 UT (the vertical black dashed-dotted line) on November 6 and caused the sudden commencement of the geomagnetic activity. The alpha-to-proton density ratio (in the top panel)
IN SITU MEASUREMENTS NEAR THE EARTH
is above the threshold (horizontal blue dashed line) for a typical ICME (e.g., Richardson & Cane 2004; Liu et al. 2005) , and the low proton temperature (Richardson & Cane 1995) and the magnetic field profile can help us identify that a flux-rope structure between the vertical dashed lines in Figure 8 . The B x component remains negative, while B y and B z components change signs from negative to positive inside the ICME. This means that the flux rope belongs to the south-west-north (SWN) category according to the classification schemes introduced by Bothmer & Schwenn (1998) and Mulligan et al. (1998) . The D st profile indicates a geomagnetic storm sequence with a global minimum of ∼ -90 nT. The decrease of the D st is related to both the southward magnetic field components in the sheath region of the shock and in the flux rope. According to the arrival time (17:34 UT November 6) and eruption time (13:31 UT November 4), we can roughly estimate that the average propagation speed of the CME from the Sun to the Earth is ∼ 800 km s −1 .
Grad-Shafranov (GS) reconstruction method (Hau & Sonnerup 1999; Hu & Sonnerup 2002 ) is sensitive to the chosen boundaries, which can help determine the flux-rope interval at Wind in combination with the plasma and magnetic field parameters and has been validated by well-separated multi-spacecraft measurements (e.g., Liu et al. 2008) . Figure 9 shows that the GS reconstruction gives a right-handed chirality flux-rope structure for the ICME, as can be determined from the transverse fields along the spacecraft trajectory together with the axial direction of the flux rope. The elevation angle and azimuthal angle were -5
• and 39
• in the RTN coordinates, respectively. The elevation angle is very small, which generally implies that the flux rope was lying in the ecliptic plane. The chirality and orientation of the flux rope were consistent with the observations on the Sun. For the small inclination angle, the geomagnetic activity was mainly caused by the azimuthal magnetic field components (about 10 nT) of the flux rope rather than the axial components. However, the maximum of the axial field B axial is stronger, ∼ 18 nT. That is to say, if the flux rope were not lying in the ecliptic plane but perpendicular to the ecliptic plane and southward inclined, the geomagnetic activity would be stronger than observed. This indicates the importance of forecasting the orientation as well as the field components of the flux-rope structure of an ICME (e.g., Liu et al. 2015; Vemareddy & Mishra 2015; Hu et al. 2016 ).
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
NOAA AR 12443 produced a CME eruption which gave rise to relatively strong geo-effectiveness.
We consider the influences of photospheric motions and background magnetic fields on the eruption.
The former is probably associated with the formation of a flux rope. The latter probably determines the final eruption. The main results of our study are described as follows.
Flow velocity derived from tracked vector magnetic field reveal converging motion of magnetic features along the PIL. The evolution of the unsigned magnetic flux shows decreasing trend confirming the converging and cancelling processes of the photospheric magnetic fields where a helical pattern related to the flux rope formed prior to the eruption. More precisely, the pre-eruptive EUV brightening is along the PIL of the converging region and its intense part overlapped the magnetic cancellation region. The continuous converging motions probably caused the magnetic reconnection along the PIL forming the helical magnetic fields associated with the flux rope.
Background magnetic fields play an important role in determining an eruption. The decay of the background fields is related to torus instability. The critical height when n = 1.5 is 59 Mm.
Although 59 Mm as a critical height is not high, it is not better than those in the ARs with strong magnetic fields exhibited by Sun et al. (2015) . The analysis of the decay index distributions was then carried out at different altitudes. It shows that the decay index iso-contours of n = 1, 1.5 can both cover the overall flux rope, which implies that the corresponding height of 33 and 59 Mm can both become the critical height for the torus instability. According to previous analysis, the exact critical value of the decay index n crit depends on the relative thickness 2a and shape of the current channel associated with the flux rope. The height h of the current channel determines its relative thickness, since a ≪ h for a thin current channel. A filament-height estimation method was adopted, which is by means of the relative distributions of the decay index and the PIL. It makes up the absence of multi-viewpoints observations from STEREO. The middle part of the flux rope was estimated to stay in a low altitude (∼1.5 Mm). According to the analysis of , we regard it as a thick current channel. Their analysis also indicated that the critical decay index lies in the range n crit = 1.1 -1.3 for an expanding thick current channel. Therefore, the critical height should lie in the range h crit = 37 -47 Mm. AR 12443 has a comparable critical height with the ARs with strong magnetic fields in the study of Sun et al. (2015) .
The associated characteristics near the Earth are presented. According to the in situ observations and GS reconstruction, both the orientation and the chirality of the flux rope in the ICME agree with those on the Sun. Southward magnetic fields in the sheath and the ICME (azimuthal components ∼10 nT) are correlated with the enhancement of the geomagnetic activity. If the flux rope were perpendicular to the ecliptic plane, the stronger axial field component (∼18 nT) would cause a stronger geomagnetic activity. This indicates the importance of forecasting both the orientation and field components of the flux rope in an ICME from the morphological characteristics of a flux rope on the solar surface (e.g., Liu et al. 2015; Hu et al. 2016) .
In this work, magnetic polarities in the periphery of an active region stayed in a decay phase, which implies that the magnetic non-potentiality of the photospheric fields is weakening. The eruption with relatively strong geo-effectiveness still can be triggered in such a region. Therefore, understanding the physical mechanism of the eruption from such a region is significant for space weather forecasting.
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